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ABSTRACT
The force experienced by the hamstring during the leg curl has been numerically investigated using the conservation theorem.
The center of the meniscus is assumed to be the pivot point along with the uniform distribution of forces in the frictionless
environment. The variation of force experienced by the hamstring during the concentric motion of the leg curl has been
derived and graphically illustrated. It is found that the force experienced by the hamstring increases with the increase in
length of the lower leg and its weight as well. The magnitude of force decreases with the increase in distance from the pivot
to insertion. However, the magnitude of force increases from about 3.60 to 4.79 kN in the practically valid region 3 to 4 cm
distance from the pivot to insertion with the increase in weight of lower leg from 5 to 15 kg. On the other hand, the
magnitude of force increases from about 3.75 to 9.80 kN with the increase in weight suspended on the machine from 10 to
40 kg. In addition, the force decreases with the increase in upper leg dimension, but it linearly increases with the increase in
the angle of suspension.
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INTRODUCTION
The responsive behavior of tension generating sites of
muscle fibers under the action of externally applied force is
known as muscle contraction and it can happen without
the actual movement of the muscle (Faulkner, 2003).
Muscle contraction is extensively studied based upon the
variation of force and muscle length. The terms "eccentric"
and "concentric" are concerned with the muscle
contraction in the physiological science (Hill, 1925).
Depending upon the nature of tension applied, the muscle
contraction can be categorized in two types: isometric and
isotonic contractions (Padulo et al., 2013). In the isometric
muscle contraction, muscle length does not change during
the movement of muscle. For example, plank, holding the
lower leg at maximum height during leg curl for a second
or few fractions of a second (Faulkner, 2003). While the
isotonic muscle contraction requires the length of the
muscle to shorten or lengthen under the action of
externally applied tension. For example, biceps curl and
push-up (Padulo et al., 2013). The isotonic muscle
contractions further categorized in two types: concentric
and eccentric contractions (Padulo et al., 2013). Muscle
activation in which the length of the muscle contracts
under the action of externally applied force is termed as
concentric contraction. For example, contractions of
hamstring muscle towards hip region during the upward
motion of leg curl (Faulkner, 2003). Muscle activation in
which the length of the muscle lengthens under the action
of externally applied force is termed as eccentric
contraction. For example, the hamstring muscle extends
towards knee joint region during the downward motion of
leg curl (Floyd & Thompson, 2015). The study of muscle
contraction has gained growing interest in diverse fields
such as sports training, physical medicine and rehabilitation
(Croisier et al., 2002; Kjaer & Heinemeier, 2014; Vogt &
Hoppeler, 2014; Hody et al., 2019). The electrical activity of
the muscles is experimentally shown to be linearly
dependent upon the velocity of eccentric and concentric

contractions (Bigland & Lippold, 1954). As compared to
other exercises, the concentric part of the muscle
movement for leg curl is significant in the
electromyography activity (Wright et al., 1999). Leg curl
(hamstring curl) is an isolation workout which activates the
muscle fibers primarily of hamstring muscle. This leg curl
activates the three types of muscles: semitendinosus,
semimembranosus and long head of biceps femoris
constitute hamstring muscles.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of muscle contraction during leg curl.
(Source: https://robinsonsstrengthandendurancecoaching.wordpress.com
/2018/01/12/leg-strength-training).

When we perform the leg curl, these three-muscle groups
come together as one entity i.e., hamstring and help to lift
our lower leg through the insertion slightly below knee
(Aagaard et al., 1998). The athlete performing the leg curl
has to lie down in prone position along the machine and
lift the padded roller using their lower leg as shown in the
Fig. 1. The athlete has to then lift the padded roller with
the tendon and rotate the lower leg near the glutes by using
hamstring. In that case, the distribution of force is
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assumed to be uniform and targets only hamstring muscle
neglecting its effects on other muscles such as calves and
glutes (Christ & Knortz, 1981).An athlete performing leg
curl has to remain static and maintain a firm grip of their
hands on the handle bar of the machine provided (Christ
& Knortz, 1981). The study of muscle contraction has
been carried out in the past which uses Newton's laws of
motion under the linear and quadratic approximation of
the medium resistance (Milošević, et al., 2000). An object
rotating about a fixed axis carries certain angular
momentum. Angular momentum is the product of object’s
inertia and the rotational velocity. During the rotational
motion about any fixed axis of rotation, the angular
momentum is always conserved (Ling et al., 2016). Muscle
movements during exercise are studied to a great extent by
using the conservation of angular momentum and work
energy theorem. Mjolsness et al. (2004) presented an
experiment for ten weeks to study the eccentric muscle
contraction for hamstring curl and Nordic hamstring. They
have used dynamometer to calculate the torque during
hamstring curl and visual analog scale to measure the
highest level of muscle soreness. It was found that the
Nordic hamstring is more effective than that of hamstring
curl for the eccentric contraction. Kilgallon et al. (2007)
studied the relationship between torque and angle for
hamstring over the period of three weeks using Con-Trex
MJ dynamometer. It was found that the change in angle of
peak isometric torque is significant for eccentric and
concentric groups of adults.

theorem, the work is done by the sum of all forces acting
on a particle equals the change in kinetic energy of the
particle. If the system moves under the action of a force
from any arbitrary point A to point B, then the work done
is given by,
Work done =

The arrangement of lower leg in prone position along with
the padded roller at the lower end of the tendon in lower
leg constitutes a lever and its schematic diagram is shown
in Fig. 2. Suppose Ws and Wl are the weight suspended on
the machine and weight of the lower leg, respectively. The
point O is the pivot about which the lever rotates and is so
taken that it lies at the center of the meniscus at the knee
joint. Initially, the lever is rested at an angle θ with the
negative Y-axis, and it is rotated by an angle α and brought
back to its initial position which completes one repetition
of leg curl. Theoretically the angle θ can have any possible
values; however, leg curl machine is created in such a way
that an athlete performing the leg curl simply cannot lower
the value of θ to 0. The padded roller can only be
suspended to certain minimum angle and therefore the
work done is only significant to certain angular range of α.

Suppose F is the force experienced by the hamstring
muscle while pulling the lever, which makes an angle ϕ
with the line of action of the lower leg. The hamstring is
wrapped around the knee joint in such a way that it lies at a
distance x3 from the pivot point O. The other various
terms used in the free body diagram are as follows: L is the
length of the lower leg from foot to knee joint, x1 is the
perpendicular distance from the line of action of center of
mass of the lower leg to the line of action of pivot point,
x2 is the perpendicular distance from the line of action of
center of mass of the padded roller to the line of action of
pivot point and r is the distance from pivot point to the
center of mass of weight suspended.

MODEL DESCRIPTION AND BASIC
EQUATIONS
Conservation of angular momentum is written as, if the
system is torque free, then its angular momentum is
conserved. Torque free doesn’t necessarily imply zero
torque, but the net torque acting on the system is zero.
0

=0

(2)

where the terms appearing in equation (2) are defined as
v A and v B are the velocities of the particles at points A
and B respectively and m is the mass of respective particle.
Muscle contraction in human body under the action of
externally applied force usually involves movement of
muscle about certain pivot point. For example, while
working with leg curl it would be much easier to take the
center of the meniscus at the knee joint as the pivot point.
For simplicity, we would not take kinetic as well as static
frictions present in the knee joint. In a study of ten cadaver
knees, it was found that the mean distance between tibial
plateau and the flexor tendons is 41.0±4.6 mm (Grassi et
al., 2013). This distance is loosely equal to the insertion of
hamstring around tendon. Hence, it helps us to
discriminate the feasibility of theoretically obtained values
in our work.

In this work, we have studied the concentric motion of
hamstring during upward motion and eccentric motion of
hamstring during downward motion. However, the
isometric motion is not studied in the present case. At the
maximum height attained by the padded roller, an athlete
can rest for few seconds which is the isometric motion for
hamstring. But such mechanisms are hard to account for
as there is no displacement of the system. It is found that
the force experienced by athlete during the hamstring
increases with the increase in length of lower leg and its
weight. Although the magnitude of force decreases with
the increase in distance between pivot and insertion, it
increases with the increase in weight suspended on
machine. Furthermore, the force linearly increases with the
increase in angle of suspension; however, it decreases with
the increases in upper leg dimension.



1
m ( v A2 − vB2 )
2

(1)

The term x3 is the distance between the pivot point O to
the insertion of hamstring muscle, which lies slightly below
the point O. The entire lower leg is rotated about the pivot
point O. However, the hamstring muscle is wrapped
around the tendon in such a way that it lies slightly below
the pivot point O. As a result, the components of force

where  0 is the torque about the pivot point (Ling et al.,
2016) and this equation (1) is a key mathematical
expression to study the concentric and eccentric muscle
activation in the human body. According to work energy
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generated must be taken into account from the insertion
point below the pivot point O. This is also the point about
which the hamstring pulls the entire lower leg weight.
From free body diagram (Fig. 2), we can write,
(3)
x1 Wl + x2 Ws = x3 F sin 
Using equation (3), the work done due to torque is given
by,

x W + x2 Ws
(4)
W = 1 l
r d
x
sin

3
0
Here the value of θ and ϕ is known at the beginning of the
exercise and the force term in the integral is independent
of α and equation (4) yields;

W=

x1 Wl + x2 Ws
r
x3 sin 

Total energy at point A = M g h
(6)
where M is the mass of the system and g is the acceleration
due to gravity. If the system only moves under the
influence of gravity, the total energy of the system during
its downward motion just before coming to rest is given
by,
Total energy at point B =

1
M v2
2

(7)

(5)

Equation (5) is our required expression for work done by
hamstring during concentric motion of leg curl. The
critical assumption that we have made in deriving this
formula is the angle ϕ remains constant throughout the
exercise because this angle changes by a very small factor.
The schematic diagram for the calculation of work done by
hamstring during the downward motion is shown in the
Fig. 3. The total mass of the system (padded roller and leg)
finally comes to rest at the maximum height point A after
the completion of its upward motion i.e., concentric
motion.
Figure 3. Schematic representation of eccentric motion of
hamstring during the leg curl.

Assuming that the reference point B is the ground, the
conservation of energy from equations (6) and (7) yields;

v = 2 gh
(8)
Here equation (8) gives the velocity (v) of the system
before comes to the rest. However, while performing the
leg curl if an athlete permits the system to fall only under
the action of gravity, the fall would be abrupt and sudden.
Hence, in order to keep the downward motion of the
system stable, athletes must perform certain work in the
opposite direction of gravity. The quantity that can be
controlled here is acceleration, which is calculated at point
A as
Acceleration =

vB
t

(9)

where t is the time taken by the system of padded roller
and leg to complete its downward motion from the
maximum height. Using equations (6) and (9), the work
done by the athlete against the gravity to keep the system
stable is given by,

Figure 2. Schematic representation of free body diagram for
the leg curl.

Work done = M  g −

All the system’s energy is converted into potential energy
at the maximum height A. The system is at height h with
respect to point B which is taken as ground reference. The
padded roller immediately experiences gravity and comes
into motion, but an athlete has to do some work in the
opposite direction to overcome gravity in order to
maintain a controlled eccentric motion.



vB 
h
t 

(10)

Therefore, the total work done [sum of equations (5) and
(10)] for n number of repetitions by athlete during the
upward and downward motion of leg curl is
 x W + x2 Ws
v  

W =n 1 l
r + M  g − B  h
x
sin

t  

3


Therefore, the total energy of the system at height h after
the completion of its upward motion is given by,
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The first term in equation (11) is due to contribution of
concentric motion whereas; the second term is due to the
contribution of eccentric motion. The variation of force
experienced by hamstring muscle for people of different
heights can be studied by expressing distances in terms of
length of lower leg L. The schematic diagram for the
calculation of force in terms of length of lower leg is
shown in Fig. 4. The weight of the lower leg lies at the
center of gravity of lower leg which is at distance L/2 from
the pivot O. For the simplicity, the distance from pivot to
the point where padded roller is placed is taken to be
7L/8.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present work, we study the variation of force with
various parameters such as weight of the lower leg, weight
suspended on the machine, length of lower leg, insertion
of hamstring muscle and dimension of the upper leg. The
force experienced by hamstring muscle during concentric
motion of leg curl as the function of length of the lower
leg and weight of lower leg at constant weight suspended
on machine Ws = 15 kg is shown in the Fig. 5(a). The
force experienced by the hamstring muscle is found to
increase linearly with increase in length of lower leg as well
as weight of the lower leg. The increment of force with the
increase in length of lower leg is qualitatively similar with
the previous work (Maganaris, 2001). With the increase in
weight of lower leg, the increment rate of force during
hamstring curl gets increased. The force gets increased
with the increase in length of lower leg for the constant
weight of lower leg. This suggests that for constant weight
suspended on the machine, the tall people will experience
more force than the short people because of tall people
have longer lower leg length. When length of lower leg is
increased, the distance from negative y-axis to the center
of mass of lower leg and the padded roller is also
increased. As a result, moment arm about center of
meniscus increases which causes to increase the magnitude
of force linearly. As the weight of lower leg increases, the
hamstring has to apply more force in the upward direction
to lift the system in that direction, as a result the force on
the hamstring also increases.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram for expressing distances x1 and
x2 in terms of length of lower leg L.

The force experienced by the hamstring muscle during the
concentric motion of the leg curl depends on the weight of
lower leg and insertion around tendon of the athletes and
the graphical illustration for the different weights of lower
leg is depicted in Fig. 5(b). It is found that the force
decreases with the increase in distance between the pivot
and insertion for all the cases, while the magnitude of force
increases with the increase in weight of lower leg. The
force experienced by the hamstring at insertion lies in
between 1 to 3 cm from pivot is found to be higher which
is greater than 3.60 kN. This magnitude of force is only
suitable for the theoretical study of insertion around
tendon as it significantly larger. This region (less than 3
cm) is referred as practically discrepancy region as it is
impossible to measure such a discrepancy in force for
different insertions. The region clearly depicts that the
insertion cannot lie very close to the pivot. However, the
practically valid insertion is around 3 to 4 cm and that can
only vary for different persons on a smaller scale such as
one tenth or one hundredth of a centimeter (Grassi et al.,
2013). With the increase in weight of lower leg from 5 to
15 kg at constant distance from the pivot to insertion 3
cm, the magnitude of force gets increased from about 3.60
to 4.79 kN [Fig. 5(b)].

Using Pythagoras theorem in ΔAOB,

L
x1 =   sin 
2

(12)

Similarly,

 7L 
x2 = 
 sin 
 8 

(13)

Above equations (12) and (13) are vital to understand the
nature of force during concentric motion for people of
different heights.

F=

(Wl / 2 + 7Ws / 8)L sin 
x3 sin 

(14)

The above equation (14) is the force experienced by
hamstring during upward motion of the system i.e.,
concentric motion. The equation (5) is re-written in terms
of length of lower leg (L) so that the variation of force can
be studied for large group of people. The study of muscle
contraction of hamstring during leg curl is very important
for athletes as these studies help to prevent any injury on
the hamstring muscle. The force on the hamstring muscle
during leg curl depends upon the external factors such as
weight suspended on the machine as well as the internal
factors such as insertion around tendon and the
dimensions of upper leg. This also implies that even when
other quantities are kept constant, the force can vary from
person to person on smaller scale.

The force experienced by hamstring muscle during
concentric motion of leg curl as the function of length of
the lower leg and weight suspended on machine at
constant weight of lower leg Wl = 15 kg is shown in the
Fig. 6(a). It is found that the weight suspended on machine
has significant effect on the force experienced by the
hamstring muscle during leg curl. As the weight suspended
114
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on the machine is increased, an athlete has to apply more
force in the upward direction and hence the force also
increases on the hamstring. From Fig. 6(b), it is seen that
the magnitude of force decreases with the increase in
distance of pivot point from the insertion for all the cases.
The magnitude of force experienced by athlete increases
with the increase in weight suspended on the machine.
With the increase in weight suspended on machine from
10 to 40 kg at constant distance from the pivot to insertion
3 cm, the magnitude of force increases from about 3.75 to
9.80 kN. This signifies that the force on the hamstring
muscle during leg curl not only depends upon the external
factors but also depends upon the internal structure and
formation of muscles.

lower leg increases from 40 to 70 cm at constant distance
from pivot to insertion 3 cm, the magnitude of force
increases from about 3.81 to 6.67 kN. This variation of
magnitude of force is lying in the practically valid region.

Figure 6. Variation of force on hamstring as the function of
(a) weight suspended on the machine and the length of
lower leg and (b) distance insertion from the pivot.

Figure 5. Variation of force during leg curl (a) as the
function of length of lower and weight of lower leg and (b)
as the function of distance of insertion from the pivot.

The force experienced by the hamstring muscle during
concentric motion as the function of distance from pivot
to insertion for the different values of length of lower leg
is depicted in the Fig. 7. It can be seen that the magnitude
of force decreases with the increase in distance of insertion
around tendon from the pivot point; however, the
magnitude of force increases with the increase in length of
lower leg. At constant distance of insertion from pivot 1
cm, the magnitude of force gets increased from about
11.43 to 20.01 kN, which is lied in the practically
discrepancy region. It is found that when the length of

Figure 7. Variation of force on hamstring as the function of
insertion around tendon for different lengths of lower leg.
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The force experienced by athletes during concentric
motion depends on the size of the upper leg and its
variation is depicted in Fig. 8. The upper leg dimension has
measurable effect on the force experienced by hamstring
during the leg curl. The magnitude of force decreases with
the increase in upper leg dimension. With the increase in
upper leg dimension  from about 30° to 65°, the
magnitude of force decreases from about 4.76 to 2.63 kN.
The size of the upper leg is different for the different
people. It is evident that the people with larger upper leg
have hamstring muscle located farther from the line of
action of femur than the people with smaller upper leg.
This implies that the people with larger upper leg
dimensions need to apply less effort to lift the constant
weight suspended on the machine. When the dimension of
upper leg gets increased, the increased vertical component
of force results in decrease of force with the increase in  .

the hamstring increases with the increase in angle of
suspension with the vertical. The magnitude of force
increases from about 3.37 to 6.11 kN for the increase in
angle of suspension from 30° to 65°. The distance from
negative y-axis to the center of mass of lower leg and the
padded roller both increases with the increase in angle
between the suspended padded roller and negative y-axis.
As a result, moment arm about knee increases which
causes to increase the magnitude of force linearly.
CONCLUSIONS
Leg curl is extensively used by athletes to train hamstring
muscle. The mathematical formulation of force
experienced, and work done during the eccentric and
concentric motion of hamstring has been derived and
graphically illustrated. However, the mathematical
expression for concentric motion is sophisticated and
requires significant study. The force experienced by
athletes during concentric motion is presented as the
function of length of lower leg, insertion of hamstring
around tendon, length of lower leg, weight suspended on
the machine, weight of lower leg and upper leg
dimensions. It is found that the weight suspended on the
machine has more significant effect on the force than the
weight of lower leg. For the increase in weight suspended
on the machine from 10 to 40 kg at constant distance from
the pivot to insertion 3 cm, the magnitude of force
increases from about 3.75 to 9.80 kN. This increment of
force lies in practically valid region. In the practically valid
region (3 to 4 cm), the magnitude of force increases from
about 3.81 to 6.67 kN when the length of lower leg
increases from 40 to 70 cm. The insertion of hamstring
around the tendon does not change significantly from
people to people and the region with distance from pivot
to insertion 3 to 4 cm can be taken as practically valid
region. Therefore, it is impossible to measure such high
magnitude of force for the different people solely because
of insertion cannot be closed to the pivot. With the
increase in ϕ from about 30° to 65°, the magnitude of
force decreases from about 4.76 to 2.63 kN, whereas the
magnitude of force increases linearly from about 3.37 to
6.11 kN for the same increment of angle of suspension.

Fig. 8: Variation of force on hamstring as the function
of upper leg dimensions.
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The force experienced by athletes during hamstring muscle
contraction of leg curl as a function of size of the upper
leg is shown in the Fig. 9. It can be seen that the force on
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